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I’ve just ordered a pod for my 

ride to work. It will be at the 

door to my apartment building 

by the time I get downstairs in 

the lift. Today I won’t have 

time for the gym and so I’ve 

requested an AV-Citypod equipped 

with an aerobic stepper. This 

is a new accessory and unfolds 

neatly in the car’s tiny cabin, 

with its standing headroom. I 

can get a decent workout during 

my 20-minute trip, then another 

20 minutes if I order a similar 

kind of vehicle for the ride 

home. It’s also nice to watch the 

passing scene listening to music 

and keeping fit en route. 

Gadi Amit
Principle,  
NewDeal Design

As we care less about driving and 

find more quality time inside our 

AV, we will enjoy the ride more. 

And then two unseen opportunities 

will rise. Firstly, as we no 

longer need to drive, we become 

free to do other things. We will 

pay more attention to the quality 

of our ride. The interior of our 

car will become an essential 

part of our life, just like our 

living room. And as this happens, 

ownership of cars will rise, not 

fall, as many predict. Second, 

as we enjoy the ride so much, we 

will care less about how short 

it ought to be as we may live 

further away from work and less 

in congested metro areas.

Jim Shaw
Head of Concepts,  
Bentley Motors

With the EV and AV comes the 

opportunity of the EAV in 

MaaS and logical shift away 

from vehicle ownership. This 

challenges the tried and 

tested ‘rules’ at Automotive 

OEM’s. Gone are the reliable 

timelines for ‘shelf-engineered’ 

technology introductions. Gone 

is the certainty of a four-year 

development cycle. Gone are 

reliable business cases on which 

projects are based. Instead comes 

the ambiguity of ‘probable’ 

service revenues from evolving 

mobility business models and short 

developments of technologies that 

vehicles must seamlessly engage.

Austin Williams
Director of the Future Cities Project 
and founder of New Narratives

China plans to build 800,000 EV 

charging points – over 14,000km – 

by 2020. Impressive, but just 0.3% 

of the total road network. Battery 

storage will have to increase 

hugely to fill in the gaps even 

in this money-no-object country. 

But one unseen consequence of the 

EV fetish is that it has created 

tunnel vision. We have lost sight 

of what open-ended innovation 

could be. Nowadays vehicle design 

and transport policy has been 

reduced to discussions around 

particular fuels. But AV and EV 

applied to drone technology is far 

more creatively exciting rather 

than the turgid ‘debates’ about 

driverless taxis and e-bikes.

Timandra Harkness
Presenter of BBC Radio 4’s 
FutureProofing. Author, ‘Big 
Data: does size matter?’ 

Usually he walks round to mine 

and we call up a self-driving 

taxi, tell it to drive around 

the park and set the windows to 

opaque. It’s the only way we 

can get any privacy since my 

well-meaning nephew filled my 

house with sensors to tell him 

if I’ve fallen. I may be 106, 

but I need my privacy. Then we 

go out for dinner: much more 

fun than cooking and we always 

see friends dining out too. Of 

course we don’t have to worry 

about having a few glasses of 

wine. Yes, I have been known to 

fall asleep on the way home.

Simon Tong
Principle Research Scientist,  
TRL

Whilst AVs may enable greater 

independent mobility for older 

and disabled travellers, we are 

concerned about the potential for 

the deployment of cheap, flexible 

and convenient AVs to increase 

traffic congestion and reduce the 

number of travellers using public 

transport and active travel modes 

(walking/cycling). Avoiding this 

outcome will require careful 

planning and regulation to ensure 

that the AVs used and the services 

that they enable are compatible 

with the objectives of the local 

authority in meeting mobility 

needs. We must ensure AVs are  

not an isolated solution  

to city mobility.

Colin McKerracher
Head of Advanced Transport,  
Bloomberg New Energy Finance

One surprising consequence from the combination of AVs and EVs 

will be the impact on cycling: Safety concerns still prevent 

many people from commuting by bicycle or even from riding around 

their neighbourhood. AVs will get very good at recognizing – and 

avoiding – cyclists, even those swaying a bit on their way home 

from a few pints at their local pub. This will dramatically change 

who considers hopping on a bike as their primary means of getting 

around. Meanwhile, EVs are driving down the costs and improving the density of lithium-ion batteries, which 

in turn is making electric bikes more attractive. Geography is not the only reason cities like Amsterdam and 

Copenhagen lead on the percentage of trips done on a bicycle, but it is a reason. E-bikes are set to flatten 

out the hills in other cities while AVs remove much of the previous risks to cyclists. I think we’re still 

underestimating the full impact of this coming modal shift.

Potential unforeseen 
consequences of AVs & EVs

Navigating the future of mobility

Don Norman
Director, The Design Lab, University  
of California, San Diego

Fully autonomous vehicles? Programmed to be safe, not to crash 

into me? Hey! I can ignore it. Drive or walk the street in front of 

it, regardless of traffic lights. Deliberately stand in front at an 

intersection, preventing it from moving forward. Hold a mirror  

in front of its video or laser sensors – that ought to confuse it.  

What a wonderful source for entertainment, tricks, and trouble making. 

Yup, autonomous vehicles.
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